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Urgently needed & frustratingly elusive
1. Urgently needed
2. Frustratingly elusive
3. Working across disciplines
4. The Arctic as research opportunity

“Interdisciplinary knowledge is 
therefore both urgently needed 
and frustratingly elusive in the 
Arctic. An interdisciplinary 
approach is required to foster 
understanding of a region that 
in so many ways defies singular 
stories of its past, categorical 
understandings of its present, 
or predictive models for its 
future.”





Cross disciplinary perspectives
• Animal husbandry
• Anthropology
• Biology
• Climatology
• Geography
• History
• Law
• Politics / International Relations
Question conceptual divisions
• Is a border something that defines 

units (nations, economies, etc.), is it 
place for performing politics, or is it 
a piece of bureaucratic 
infrastructure?

Multiple scales
• From individual herder (or reindeer), 

to global climate system, to EU 
conference rooms



Lofoten Islands / Barents Sea 
Management Plan:
• No petroleum activities in the 

marginal ice zone
• But how do you account for:
• Multiple spectra used to 

define icy pixels
• Threshold for determining 

ice extent
• Threshold for determining 

ice frequency
• Short-term variance
• Seasonal variance
• Annual variance
• Long-term change



New limits of marginal ice 
zone (“the ice edge”) 
were defined on same 
day that new leasing 
round was announced

“We are not moving the ice edge. It is actually 
nature that is currently moving the ice edge.”

-- Erna Solberg, 20 January 2015
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Ministry of Climate & Environment 
/ Prime Minister

Construct stable planning 
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30 percent April likelihood of ice extent

Norwegian Polar Institute / 
Environmentalists

Protect marine ecosystems Protection zones based on monthly maximal 
lines: Using 30-year data, define zones based 
on maximal point of ice extent

Ministry of Petroleum & Energy / 
Oil industry

Avoid ice hazards while 
maximizing opportunity

Actual/observable standard: Continually 
adjust 50km buffer zone around observed ice 
edge

ß Oil Ministry definition: ‘Actual/Observed’ ice edge (2 April 2017)

ß New Environment Ministry definition (30% likelihood in April, 1984-2013)
ß Old Environment Ministry definition (30% likelihood in April, 1964-1989)

ß NPI definition (maximum record in April, 1986-2015) 

Where is the ice edge on 2 April 2017?
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Dagens Næringsliv, 9 May 2017

Research (and practice of ice edge delimitation) is wrapped up with key 
questions of practice science and communicate it into policy:
• Risk
• Temporal dynamism (at multiple scales)
• Interconnectedness of marine (and other) environments
• Data aggregation and estimation
• Knowable and unknowable variability
• Expert knowledge

Requires knowledge of:
• Remote sensing
• Marine biology
• Oceanography
• Risk assessment
• Petroleum economics
• Public policy formation
• Politics of welfare state
• (Post-) Cold War international relations



United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) Article 234

“Coastal States have the right to adopt and enforce non-discriminatory laws and 
regulations for the prevention, reduction and control of marine pollution from 
vessels in ice-covered areas within the limits of the exclusive economic zone, 
where particularly severe climatic conditions and the presence of ice covering 
such areas for most of the year create obstructions or exceptional hazards to 
navigation, and pollution of the marine environment could cause major harm to 
or irreversible disturbance of the ecological balance. Such laws and regulations 
shall have due regard to navigation and the protection and preservation of the 
marine environment based on the best available scientific evidence."
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Practical question: 
• What would a law of sea ice look like that actually accounted for sea ice’s 

multiple states, uses, etc (Or, what if UNCLOS took sea ice seriously)?
Conceptual question: 
• Once frozen ocean is incorporated into our understanding of the world, how does 

that challenge assumed geophysical and geopolitical binaries (and their linkage) 
that underpin our ordering of the world?

Four disciplines 
(Anthropology, Geography, 
Law, Politics)

Five countries (Canada, 
Finland, Iceland, UK, US)

Non-Arctic and Arctic 
specialists

Five subprojects (Law, 
Territory, Resources, 
Mobility & Migrations, 
Indigenous & Local 
Perspectives)



• The power of myths in the Arctic
• Space of geopolitical conflict
• Space of happy cooperation
• Space of wealth / resources / 

opportunity
• Space of poverty / backwardness / 

underdevelopment
• Space of purity / emptiness / sublime 

beauty
• Interdisciplinarity builds awareness
• Power of myth + lack of knowledge is used to 

perform power à more reason for 
interdisciplinary wide view



• Laboratory vs local
• Arctic is not just laboratory for exploring 

concepts/processes
• Arctic is not just place to implement 

practical applications 
• And local involvement is not just as 

data source or beneficiary
• Arguing about how to argue
• Misunderstanding the “other”



Natural scientists on how social scientists can 
be “useful”

• They can get us the data that we need 
to do our analysis (archival, stakeholder 
input, coordinate citizen science, etc.)
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(translate to policy makers, general 
public, etc.)

• They can take bits of our findings and 
use them to spin theories that we don’t 
understand (or really care about)
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Social scientists on how natural scientists can 
be “useful”

• They can get us the data that we need 
to do our analysis (background on 
physical change and processes)

• They can communicate our findings 
(makes our findings appear rigorous, 
objective, and robust)

• They can take bits of our findings and 
use them to spin theories that we don’t 
understand (or really care about)
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• Spice up a team with non-specialists
• Brings in diverse perspectives 
• Bringing them up to speed is team 

building and brings commonality to 
surface

• Develop interdisciplinary education
• Again, lowers the temperature; forces 

recognition of commonalities; seeds 
research collaborations

• Maximizes impact
• If you can’t find a common research 

objective, don’t despair; there are other 
models
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